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� Introduction

Public economics has become increasingly concerned with the consequences
of economic integration� especially of international factor mobility� The no�
tion that established systems of taxation face serious di�culties in capital
income taxation has brought about a large literature on international tax
competition� However� as compared to the theoretical and political signi��
cance of this issue the empirical literature is still on a small scale� Possibly�
this is related to the di�culties of tracing back observed actions of eco�
nomic agents to the national tax systems and in a more general perspective
to the shape of the public sector as a whole� Given this background several
researchers have found it helpful to skip the broad international perspective
and to take a look at local issues� Some federal states� highly integrated�
have substantial local autonomy in the public sector and o�er rich observ�
able experience with the consequences of economic integration�

This article analyses local tax policy using a panel of more than �			 juris�
dictions in a major German state� The focus is on the local tax on business
earnings and business property� An attractive feature of this case lies in its
resemblance to the theoretical case of source based capital taxation� which
is important in the literature on tax competition� As the business tax con�
stitutes the main local competence in tax policy in Germany� the set of tax
instruments is restricted in such a way that governments use the distort�
ing tax on the mobile factor� which is essential for many of the results of
the tax competition literature 
eg�� Wellisch� �			�� Therefore� this case
allows to study the determinants of the local choice of the tax rate� and� in
particular� to investigate to what extent local tax policy is involved in tax
competition�

The empirical analysis is based on a theoretical model of a councils choice
of the local tax rate� This model collects various important aspects from
the literature in order to derive a testable set of predictions about the local
tax policy� Taking into account the productivity e�ects of public spending
as in Matsumoto 
����� tax rates of competing jurisdictions are shown
to be interdependent� However� in view of large di�erences in terms of
the population size of the local jurisdictions in Germany� the model takes
account of asymmetries in tax competition following Bucovetsky 
�����
and Wilson 
������ In addition� the objectives of the local councils are
not assumed to be the same across jurisdictions� although� unlike Inman

����� the focus is not on the impact of various interest groups on local
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policy� as an unanimous objective function of the local council is assumed�
Moreover� predetermined and exogenous revenue components in the local
budget� such as grants� are established as determinants of the choice of the
tax rate�

In the empirical investigation observed tax rates are regressed on various lo�
cal characteristics of potential in�uence according to the theoretical model�
The tax policy of possibly competing jurisdictions is taken into account by
employing observed tax rates in the nation as a whole as well as in the
local neighborhood in the regression� Yet� in order to take account of the
simultaneity of the observed taxing decisions predetermined or exogenous
determinants of tax rates are used as instruments of neighbors tax policy
by means of a spatial instrumental variables technique� Following Kele�
jian and Prucha 
����� the estimation also controls for additional spatial
autocorrelation of residuals�

The results con�rm the existence of local tax competition� and thus support
evidence by Ladd 
������ Besley and Case 
������ and Brett and Pinske

����� for the U�S� as well as Seitz 
����� for Germany� and Ashworth
and Heyndels 
����� for Belgium� However� the �ndings indicate that tax
competition by no means deprives jurisdictions of all leeway in using the tax
rate as an instrument of their policy� Large jurisdictions� in particular� are
found to set higher tax rates� In view of the theoretical model� and given
the set of control variables� this size di�erential is interpreted as indicating
the market power of large jurisdictions 
cf� Epple and Zelenitz� ����� and
Hoyt� ������ Furthermore� the endowment with �scal revenues as well as
spending mandates are re�ected in the taxing decisions�

The following section lays out a theoretical model establishing testable
predictions about the local tax policy� The empirical investigation in section
� starts with some basic institutional facts� develops an estimation strategy
and gives a description of the dataset before presenting the results� The
appendix contains the derivation of the comparative static properties of
the theoretical model� as well as a detailed description of the sources and
de�nitions of the data�

� A model of local tax setting

The model consists of three blocks� The �rst deals with the decision prob�
lem of the local council� which faces two constraints� the budget constraint
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and a condition requiring equal earnings opportunities of the mobile factor
across jurisdictions� The second block is a description of the local econ�
omy� where two factors� a crowding externality� and a productivity e�ect
of public expenditures� are combined� The third block� then� closes the
model by considering the integration of the mobile factor market between
jurisdictions�

��� Local policy decision problem

In an economy with a mobile and an immobile factor the local council is
supposed to maximize a simple objective function including the income of
the immobile factor Y L and the level of public expenditures E as arguments�
The local council is assumed to supply an all�purpose public good� which
has an impact on local productivity�� Focusing on the immobile factors
income is justi�ed by the strong interest of owners of local� immobile factors
in in�uencing local policies 
e�g�� Wellisch� �			� ���� To what extent the
target function re�ects the residents utility or the preferences of a leviathan
government aiming at increasing �wasteful� expenditures 
cf� Edwards and
Keen� ����� is� however� left open� Assuming a log linear target function
the council maximizes

V � E�
�
Y L 
E� ��

����
� 	 � � � �� 
��

subject to the budget constaint� � is the weight of public expenditures rel�
ative to local private income� Note that the income of the immobile factor
is a function of both the level of expenditures and the local tax rate� A
higher level of spending is assumed to increase the local factors income�
since public spending is productive and the mobile factor is attracted� The
tax rate reduces local income� since the attempt to reduce the after tax rate
of return on the mobile factor may lead to an out�ow of that factor� When
determining its policy the local council takes into account that expendi�
tures are in turn determined by the taxes via its budget constraint� In an
atemporal context spending equals income from taxation plus the level of
grants G received

E � �Y C 
E� �� � G� 
��

Y C is the total return on capital invested locally� which also is a�ected by
the policy variables�

�cf� Buettner ������ for an analysis with both a public input and a public consumption good�
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Solving the budget constraint for the expenditures and inserting into the
target function the following �rst order condition is obtained by logarithmic
di�erentiation

V

t

�
�
d logE

d log �
� 
�� ��

d logY L

d log �

�
� 	� 
��

The �rst term in the brackets shows the gain from a percentage increase
of the tax rate due to higher revenues and spending� The second term
gives the marginal welfare loss from a percentage increase in the tax rate
provided local income decreases with the tax rate� At the optimum the
two terms just balance� In order to derive empirical predictions from this
condition the elasticities need to be derived by inspection of the workings
of the local economy and the consequences of capital market integration�

��� The local economy

Indexing the variables with the jurisdiction output at location i is given by

Yi � A 
Ei� Ki�F 
Ki� Li� �

where F is a production function with labor Li and capital Ki as inputs
and the output price is set to unity� A 
Ei� Ki� is a shift�term capturing the
location speci�c total factor�productivity� It is formulated as a function of
local public expenditures capturing productivity gains and of the amount
of the mobile factor� capital� installed locally� which re�ects a crowding
externality� The positive impact of public expenditures is formulated anal�
ogous to the treatment of external scale economies as used for instance by
Helpman 
����� and Henderson 
������ Following Matsumoto 
����� this
speci�cation may be referred to as a factor augmenting public input� For
simplicity we will assume a loglinear technology� i�e� a production function
of Cobb�Douglas type and a constant elasticity of productivity with re�
spect to public expenditures� �� In addition� the crowding e�ect� namely
the elasticity of productivity with respect to the stock of capital installed�
�� is also set constant� With labor earning a constant fraction of income
local labor income is

Y L
i � 
�� ��E�

i 
kiLi�
�� k�i Li� 
��

where ki denotes the capital intensity and � the share of capital� The
income equation is a�ected by the tax rate� since the tax rate determines
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the level of expenditures via the budget constraint� and because it may
a�ect the local capital intensity� formally

d logY L
i

d log �i
� ��Ei��i � 
� � �� �ki��i� 
��

where �Ei��i �
d logEi

d log �i
� �ki��i � �

d log ki
d log �i

�

The pre�tax return on capital is correspondingly

Y C
i � �E�

i 
kiLi�
�� k�i Li� 
��

Inserting this equation into the budget constraint allows to calculate the
increase in spending resulting from a tax increase

�Ei��i �
�� gi

�� ��i
��� 
�� �� �ki��i� � 
��

where ��i � 
�� gi���

and gi is the share of grants in the local budget� ��i measures the elasticity
of total productivity with respect to an increase in tax revenues� The term
in squared brackets captures the direct revenue increase plus the indirect
e�ect due to mobility� Multiplication by ��gi gives the budget rather than
the revenue increase� and the division by � � ��i re�ects the self��nancing
e�ect of productive expenditures due to their direct impact on productivity�

In order to close the model we need to determine the impact of the tax
rate on the capital intensity� In the equilibrium of the interregional capital
allocation the after�tax return to capital at jurisdiction i is equal to the
equilibrium rate of return r

r
�

� ri � 
�� �i��E
�
i k

�����
i L��

i � 
��

Using Eq� 
�� the impact of a variation of jurisdiction is tax rate on the
capital intensity is derived by logarithmic di�erentiation

�ki��i �

�
�i

�� �i
�

��i

�� ��i

�
� ��� �	i � �r�ki � � 
��

where �	i �
� � �

�� ��i
� �r�ki �

d log r

d log ki
�
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�	i denotes the elasticity of total output at jurisdiction i with respect to
capital and �r�ki describes the elasticity of the capital supply� Because the
latter is nonnegative� the denominator is positive� if the productivity of
public expenditures is limited so that

�� ��i 
 � � � � �	i � ��

If this restriction did not hold� higher spending might always attract the mo�
bile factor leading to a tax rate of unity� Moreover� the regional equilibrium
would be unstable in this case 
cf� Richter� ������ A similar requirement is
necessary in the context of agglomeration economies 
cf� Henderson� ������
Thus� we assume that the diminishing returns from holding constant the
immobile factor outweigh the returns from public spending�

At low tax rates the numerator of equation 
�� is negative� indicating that
an increase in the tax rate will reduce rather than increase the elasticity of
the local capital intensity�� The reason is that the marginal productivity of
public spending is large at low tax rates� But if the tax rate equals ��i the
numerator is zero� and for higher tax rates it is positive� so that an increase
in the tax rate will increase the elasticity of the local capital intensity�

The consequences for the tax rate can be seen when inserting 
�� into
equations 
���
��� and 
��� which yields an expression for the optimum tax
rate

�i
�� �i

�
��i

�� ��i
� 	��

�
�� gi

�� �igi

��
�i �

�

�� �

�
��� �	i � �r�ki � � 
�	�

where 	 �
� � �

�� �
� ��

This expression seems to indicate that the tax rate will be higher� the
larger the elasticity of the equilibrium interest rate with respect to region
is capital intensity� the higher the productivity of public expenditures ��
the higher the preference for public spending �i� and the lower the share
of grants in the local budget 
smaller gi implies a larger ��i�� However�
proving these presumptions is di�cult� since the expression employs the
budget shares of grants on the right hand side� which are endogenous to
local taxation�� Nevertheless� we can already deduce that the tax rate is
set higher than the output elasticity of public expenditures 
 ��i� irrespective

�Note that �ki��i has been de�ned as the negative of the logarithmic derivative of the capital intensity
with respect to the tax rate�

�Note that the second order condition is ful�lled as is shown in the appendix�
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of whether the council has a direct preference for public expenditures� or
is maximizing local income� This simply re�ects the fact that even if the
local council is conducting a purely income maximizing policy �i � 	� it is
not maximizing the supply of the immobile factor� The intuition behind
this is that public expenditures exert a positive externality on productivity�
and thus it is reasonable for the council to set the tax rate above ��i� which
would ensure that �ki��i � 	� In other words� the rational policy will not
simply maximize capital since this would not maximize the social value
of output due to the presence of increasing returns to scale 
cf� Helpman�
������

��� Integration of the capital market

The elasticity of the equilibrium rate of return in the denominator of equa�
tion 
�� captures the role of the integration of capital markets� In case of
fully segmented capital markets of the jurisdictions the capital supply is
inelastic and this term approaches in�nity� Consequently� the impact of
the tax rate on the local capital intensity is zero� and the optimum tax rate
approaches unity if public expenditures are productive 
� 
 	�� or if the
local council attaches a positive weight to local expenditures in its target
function 
�i 
 	�� In the other extreme with a fully integrated and large�
say worldwide� factor market the supply of the mobile factor is in�nitely
elastic and the elasticity of the equilibrium rate of return approaches zero�

The cases without mobility and with complete mobility are extreme� In
order to discuss di�erent degrees of integration it su�ces to distinguish two
jurisdictions� The degree of capital market integration is then re�ected in
the size of the other region constituting the opportunity location� Without
any capital market integration� the opportunity location is negligibly small�
With regional capital market integration each jurisdiction has a signi�cant
share in the regional factor market� With world�wide market integration
the opportunity location is the whole world and the local share in the factor
market is negligible� The impact of a variation in the capital intensity on the
equilibrium rate of return is explicitly derived by assuming a �xed supply
of capital to the integrated economy� The full employment condition in the
market for capital is

kiLi � kjLj � �� Li � Lj � �� 
���

where for reasons of simplicity the total supply of capital as well as the
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total supply of labor is set equal to unity� From equation 
��� follows

d log kj
d log ki

� �
kiLi

kjLj

� �
Ki

Kj

� 
���

Accordingly� a change in region is capital intensity implies a change in the
region js capital intensity as well�

Since condition 
�� holds also for region j� the impact of a variation in
region is capital intensity on the equilibrium rate of return is equivalent
to its impact on region js rate of return� In order to derive a formal
expression we need to introduce an assumption about region js policy� It
is tempting to assume that its policy is taken as given� i�e� that tax rate �j
as well as expenditures Ej remain constant� However� this would introduce
an inconsistency� since the budget constraint would be neglected� Thus�
we employ a Nash�assumption about the tax rate� but take into account
the implied� or passive� change in expenditures 
cf� Conrad and Seitz�
������ This amounts to assume that tax rates rather than expenditures are
strategic variables� The impact of kj on region js after tax rate of return
on capital is

d log rj
d log kj

� 
� � �� �� � �
d logEj

d log kj
� 
���

where the term in brackets shows the direct impact on the rate of return�
and the last term shows the impact via an increase in public expenditures�
At a given tax rate �j the relative increase in public expenditures is

d logEj

d log kj
� �	j 
�� gj� � 
���

Using 
���� 
���� and 
��� the impact of ki on the equilibrium rate of return
is

�r�ki � 
�� �	j�
Ki

Kj

� 
���

The e�ect of an increase in region is capital intensity on the equilibrium
rate of return depends on the relative size of region i� re�ecting the result
of Bucovetsky 
����� and Wilson 
����� that the �perceived� elasticity of
the capital supply decreases with the size of the region�

Inserting the expression for the equilibrium rate of return into equation

�	� we see that the ratio of the local stocks of capital at the two locations
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has an e�ect on the local tax rate� By increasing this ratio a higher tax
rate at the opportunity location j has an impact on the tax rate chosen
at jurisdiction i� Yet� this impact depends on the share of jurisdiction
i in the capital market and vanishes if this share approaches zero� So�
without grants the tax policy of a jurisdiction with a negligible share of the
relevant factor market solely depends on the parameters of preferences and
the underlying technology� but not on the other jurisdictions policy� But�
if both locations have a signi�cant share in the relevant factor market we
expect a direct interdependence between the jurisdictions choice of the tax
rate�

��� Policy predictions

Using the theoretical model we can derive predictions about the local tax
policy� Of special interest is the impact of local characteristics such as the
share of the labor supply� the weight of the policy targets� and the level of
grants received� as well as the impact of the competing jurisdictions tax
policy� Leaving the detailed derivation of the models comparative static
properties to the appendix we obtain the following set of policy predictions�


i� dLi 
ii� d�i 
iii� d�j 
iv� dGi

d�i 
 	 
 	 � 	 � 	

d�i at � � 	 
 	 
 	 
 	 � 	

For each of the four determinants two predictions are stated� one for the
general case and one for the speci�c case without productive public ex�
penditures� The �rst prediction 
i� concerns the size e�ect� namely that a
jurisdiction with a larger share of the labor supply sets a higher tax rate� As
the greater than sign applies in both rows� this holds irrespective of whether
or not public expenditures are productive� The explanation for the size ef�
fect is that a larger share of the labor market also implies a higher share
of the capital market� so that the elasticity of the factor supply is reduced�
This result is known from the literature about asymmetric tax competition

cf� Bucovetsky� ����� and Wilson� ����� but applied here in a setting with
productive public expenditures and grants�
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According to the second prediction 
ii� a higher preference for public spend�
ing relative to the immobile factors income in the target function of the
council is re�ected in a higher tax rate� Again this prediction applies irre�
spective of the productivity of public expenditures�

The comparative static e�ect of the competing jurisdictions tax rate 
iii�
is ambiguous in the case of productive expenditures� Although jurisdiction
i experiences an increase of its capital share with a tax increase at juris�
diction j� it is not clear� whether it will respond with a tax increase� For
the tax increase at j also tends to reduce the share of grants in the budget
of that jurisdiction� which in turn increases the overall output elasticity of
capital at jurisdiction j� Therefore� the elasticity of the equilibrium rate of
return may decline� This would increase the response of mobile capital to
local tax increases at jurisdiction i and higher taxes would become less fa�
vorable� The countervailing e�ect� however� is absent if public expenditures
are not productive 
� � 	�� Moreover� even with productive expenditures�
the countervailing e�ect is conditional upon a private�income oriented tax
policy at location j� since if the council at jurisdiction j maximized the bud�
get a tax increase would have no e�ect on expenditures and would leave
the share of grants constant at the margin�

The productivity of public expenditures is also a precondition for an ambi�
guity of the comparative static e�ect of the level of grants on the tax rate�
cf� prediction 
iv�� If public expenditures are not productive� an increase
in the level of grants would cause a tax rate reduction� because the lower
weight of tax revenues in the budget reduces the gains from raising the tax
revenues� But� with productivity e�ects an increase in the level of grants
does not necessarily increase the share of grants in the budget� The rea�
son is that due to the external productivity e�ects each additional dollar
spent on public goods will increase revenues� If the share of revenues in
the budget is small� the revenue gain resulting from an increase in grants
may outweigh the direct e�ect of the grants� and the share of grants might
decline� Then� additional grants may actually lead to increases in the tax
rate as the gain from additional revenues is higher� This reaction� how�
ever� is conditional upon a private�income oriented policy at jurisdiction i�
Since� if expenditures were maximized� tax increases would not a�ect the
budget at the margin� and the e�ect from an increased supply of capital
would dominate�
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� Empirical investigation

When deriving the set of predictions about the tax setting behavior of local
jurisdictions the theoretical model employs a speci�c assumption� which is
prominent in the literature about tax competition� local jurisdictions are
assumed to be constrained in the set of tax instruments available� and use
a tax rate on the mobile factor in order to raise funds for public spending�
Due to its institutional setting the local government level in Germany �ts
well into this setting� Although their autonomy is stipulated in the German
constitution 
article ��� Grundgesetz�� the communities 
Gemeinden� have
only few tax instruments at their disposal� since the German system of �scal
federalism relies heavily on tax sharing and centralization on the revenue
side�

Until ����� and thus in the period of our investigation� the local business
tax consisted of two components� a tax on business earnings and a tax
on business property� Communities have local discretion in taxation� since
they decide about the collection rate ci� which is a factor applied to base tax
rates on business earnings and their property� The revenues Ti at location
i are determined according to

Ti � ci

�
	�	� �Y C

i � 	�		� �Ki

	
�

where �Y C
i denote taxable earnings and �Ki the property value�	 A collection

rate of ��	 � which is the median in our sample of communities 
cf� Table
�� thus amounts to a tax of about �� � on taxable earnings plus a tax of
about 	��� � on property� The overall variation of collection rates is quite
substantial� in the given sample the rates vary between ��	 and ��� �� Yet�
the variation in e�ective tax rates is much lower� since tax payments are
deductible� �rst� from the taxable earnings of the business tax itself� and�
second� from the tax base of corporate and personal income taxes� Under
the rules of ���� the e�ective tax rates on business earnings vary between
jurisdictions by at least ��� � for individuals with highest personal income
tax rate� and ��� � for corporations receiving revenues from a subsidiary�

It has also to be emphasized that due to tax exemptions of earnings below
a certain threshold� small �rms are often not taxed�

�The tax base of multi�plant �rms is divided among jurisdictions using their employment share�
�If the tax payments were only deductible from the business tax itself one could obtain an e�ective

tax rate on earnings when dividing the collection rate by � � ���ci� But� since terms and conditions of
deductibility depend on the speci�c conditions of each case� and because of the interaction with the tax
on property it is more appropriate to use the collection rate as the dependent variable in the investigation�
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Table � gives an overview of revenues and spending of the consolidated local
budget in Germany�

�Table � about here��

Accordingly� the revenues from the business tax amount to a share of ��
� in the local budget in the western part of Germany� The local tax
revenues are somewhat higher since about �� � 
����� source� Federal
Ministry of Finance� of the revenues are transferred to the state and the
federal level because of revenue sharing� The transfer obligation is based
on standardized revenues� calculated at a uniform collection rate across
communities�� The revenues from the income tax are also substantial� But�
the communities do not have discretion in tax rates� and� moreover� the
local share of the income tax revenues is an instrument of redistribution
among communities� Apart from the business tax only the land taxes allow
for local discretion in tax setting� However� the land taxes are of minor
importance� as the revenues amount only to a third of the revenues from
the business tax��

��� Estimation approach

Using the conditions for the optimum tax rate the theoretical discussion has
explained the local choice of the tax rate by a set of four local conditions

�i � � 
 �j � Li � �i � Gi � �

Accordingly� we regress the tax rate on a set of �scal variables describ�
ing the predetermined or exogenous budgetary components re�ecting the
availability of alternative funds as indicated by Gi� on a set of mainly de�
mographic variables capturing di�erences in local preferences indicated by
�i� and on some variables capturing the relative size of the community as
indicated by Li� In addition� to take account of the interdependence in
local taxing decisions further variables are used to capture the competing
jurisdictions tax policy as indicated by �j�

For the empirical testing of interjurisdictional competition e�ects� it is help�
ful to make some a priori assumptions about which communities might

�From �
�	 to �

� the transfer obligation was calculated using a standard collection rate of � ��
until �

� the rate was increased to �� ��

�The �scal assessment of land according to the land tax is rather special as it is based on a combination
of market values in the sixties and the characteristics of its use �cf� Junkernheinrich� �

���
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engage in an interjurisdictional tax competition� There are several jus�
ti�cations to expect geographical proximity to matter for capital income
tax competition� Consider the Weberian location problem� where the lo�
cation of production is determined by a minimization of transport costs
with respect to input and output markets 
e�g�� Beckmann� ������ If a
certain region has been found to be an optimal location� there might still
be some degrees of freedom in choosing the speci�c community� This will
put local communities into competition for the location of investment� A
related case is the location decision of an expanding �rm establishing an
additional plant or workplace� If the �rm plans to place the new plant in
the vicinity in order to minimize spatial transaction costs� there may be
several communities ful�lling this quali�cation� A further reason to expect
tax competition between geographic neighbors especially is the existence
of spatial information costs� This kind of costs has been used to in order
to motivate the yardstick competition in local elections as found by Besley
and Case 
����� and Ashworth and Heyndels 
������

Although there is good reason to expect competition between local neigh�
bors� interjurisdictional competition may also take place at the national
level� Therefore� we explicitly include the national collection rate� and al�
low the data to assess whether the neighbors or the national collection
rate is signi�cant� In a similar spirit� we take account of the possibility
that there may be other dimensions of neighborhood which give rise to
interjurisdictional competition� In a system of cities of di�erent size as
suggested by Henderson 
������ there might be some hierarchical competi�
tion between urban areas and separately between peripheral areas� if some
industries require an urban location� whereas others exploit lower real es�
tate prices in peripheral areas� This is also suggested by the �nding of
intercity competition in Germany by Seitz 
������ A competition between
areas with the same population density is tested for by employing national
tax rates for communities belonging to the same type of district according
to a classi�cation of districts with respect to their population density�

Including the tax rate of a small set of competing jurisdictions in the lo�
cal neighborhood introduces a speci�c simultaneity problem� which is well
established in the spatial econometrics literature 
cf� Cli� and Ord� ������
Di�erent approaches to tackle spatial simultaneity have been suggested�
Whereas the earlier literature emphasized the use of maximum likelihood

ML� estimation� recent contributions suggest instrumental variable tech�
niques 
cf� Kelejian and Robinson� ����� Kelejian and Prucha� ������ Aside
from the computational costs due to the presence of large spatial weight�
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ing matrices in the likelihood function� ML estimation hides the spatial
interaction process by a priori imposing a spatial structure upon the data�
which brings about di�culties in interpretation 
cf� Case et al�� ������ Fur�
thermore� in order to understand interjurisdictional competition it would
be interesting to make the identi�cation strategy explicit by means of in�
strumental variable techniques� The panel data available to this study are
quite promising in this respect� as they allow the use of lagged �scal and
as well as demographic variables as instruments�

As a starting point� assume the following equation characterizes the ob�
served tax rate

�t � �W�t � Xt�� � ut� 
���

where �t denotes the vector of local tax rates in period t� Xt�� denotes the
matrix of �scal and demographic variables� and ut is the vector of residuals�
W is a spatial weighting matrix� transforming the vector of observed tax
rates into the vector of weighted tax rates of the competing jurisdictions�
By employing lagged local characteristics Xt�� we assume that the local
community sets the tax rate ex�ante� i�e� it is using current values of the
�scal variables when deciding about next years tax rate� Because the local
policy is decided upon publicly in the local council� the actual tax choice
of local neighbors is assumed to be observable� and the contemporaneous
tax rates of the competing jurisdictions are employed�

Equation 
��� cannot be consistently estimated using OLS since W�t is
correlated with the residuals 
e�g� Cli� and Ord� ����� and Anselin� ������
But as suggested by Kelejian and Robinson 
����� as well as Kelejian and
Prucha 
����� we might use a subset 
X�

t��� of the set of local characteristics
in order to form a matrix of what can be considered natural instruments in
this context

Ht � 
Xt���WX�
t��� � 
���

using spatial lags of the local characteristics� Using Zt � 
W�t� Xt��� the
corresponding �SLS estimator for the vector of parameters is


��� ���� � 
Z �
tPtZt�

��

Z �

tPt�t� � 
���

Pt � Ht 
H �
tHt�

��
H �

t�

Because the coe�cients are assumed to be time invariant� estimation is
carried out for pooled cross�sections rather than for a single period�
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Besides the simultaneity of the tax rate of competing jurisdictions� there
is a further estimation problem� Particularly when using spatial lags as
instruments we need to make sure that no spatial residual autocorrelation
is present� i�e� that � � 	 with

ut � �Wut � �t� 
���

where �t is a vector of independent disturbances� Yet� in the current investi�
gation� standard tests have documented signi�cant residual spatial autocor�
relation� Kelejian and Prucha 
����� recommend adding a further step to
the estimation and applying a Cochrane�Orcutt type of transformation to
equation 
���� Provided a consistent estimator of the coe�cient of spatial
autocorrelation of the residuals � is available this amounts to estimate


��� ���� �
�
Z

�

tPtZt

	�� �
Z

�

tPt� t

	
� 
�	�

Zt � Zt � �WZt� � t � �t � �W�t�

As was noted by Anselin 
����� ��� the parameter of autocorrelation cannot
be obtained by applying OLS to equation 
���� Instead we compute � by
means of a nonlinear least squares estimator based on the residuals of the
basic instrumental variables estimator as suggested by Kelejian and Prucha

����� ������

��� Data and variables

The empirical analysis employs a large panel of �scal and demographic
variables for the complete set of local jurisdictions in a major German state

Baden�W�urttemberg�� The dataset provides annual observations of local
collection rates in ���� communities 
Gemeinden� from ���	 until �����

�Table � about here��

Table � provides some descriptive statistics on the collection rates� The
�rst line shows the variation of the collection rates for the pooled data� the
second shows the variation of the long�run average between communities�
Obviously� most of the variation is cross�sectional�

The underlying communities are very di�erent especially in population size�
which according Table � ranges from nearly �		 residents to almost �		
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thousands of residents� Table � also shows descriptive statistics of the bud�
getary variables capturing exogenous and predetermined components of the
revenue side� namely unconditional grants� income tax revenues� and stan�
dardized revenues from the land tax� calculated as if the collection rate was
�		 � everywhere�� Since less than the entire budget of the community
is available for �nancing the provision of public goods� we also control for
�xed spending categories in the local budget� such as the debt service of
the community and transfers paid� The debt service variable is especially
important� since communities which have accumulated excessive debts are
controlled by the states ministry of the interior� which will force these com�
munities to raise collection rates in order to repay their debt� In addition
to debt service� the available funds of communities are further reduced by
mandated transfers to other governments as well as to individuals� Most of
the communities pay contributions to the county 
Kreis� they belong to� as
it is the county which runs the welfare aid� Some of the communities con�
stitute independent cities 
Kreisfreie St�adte� which have to �nance welfare
aid on their own� This explains the strong variation of welfare expenditures
and county contributions� When interpreting these variables we have� how�
ever� to take into account that they may pick up local preferences� since
they indicate the presence of poverty in the respective city or county�

The theoretical model has endogenized the tax base� and has explained
it by the supply of the immobile factor and �scal conditions� For pur�
poses of the empirical investigation we have however to take account of the
possibility that this is not su�cient to explain the location of economic ac�
tivities� For instance� there might be agglomeration economies apart from
the public sector and path dependence might be important for location� As
a consequence some communities will have a larger tax base than others�
despite a similar factor endowment and similar �scal conditions� including
the tax rates of competing jurisdictions� This is also indicated by the huge
cross�sectional variation of standardized tax revenues as documented espe�
cially by the �gures for the average cross�section in Table �� Therefore� in
addition to the other budgetary variables� a standardized measure of the
base of the business tax is included among the regressors� Since we use
lagged values of this variable as well as lagged values of the own tax rate

see below� a possible simultaneity bias is avoided� However� the tax base
might also pick up local preferences� since the policy of a community with

�A negative minimum of the pooled observations of standardized revenues for land and business taxes
is reported� which is resulting from remissions� Therefore� negative values are only transitory and the
minimum of the average is positive�
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a large tax base might be under pressure from the tax payers� especially
since smaller �rms are exempted from the business tax� and the tax is paid
by the large local employers�

In order to capture the preferences driving local policy a set of demographic
characteristics is employed� see the lower part of Table �� Four variables
take up the age structure of the population� This is of importance because
the demand for public expenditures varies over a citizens lifecycle� Children
will demand public child care� all the more so since communities in Germany
are obliged to provide this type of service�
 Young citizens will demand
opportunities for vocational training� In general� citizens of working age will
be more eager to get well paid jobs and will favor an income or employment
oriented policy more strongly than elder citizens� who are possibly retired
and more interested in the provision of public goods� In addition to the
age structure we employ three variables capturing the religious a�liation
of residents� The hypothesis behind this is that communities with a strong
christian in�uence might show preferences diverted against ordinary public
spending but favoring spending of the parish� at least since part of social
and welfare aid is taken on by the christian communitys charity� Note that
the descriptive statistics show strong segregation in terms of the church
a�liation� as the share of protestant and catholic population varies from
almost zero to unity���

Another preference variable refers to the share of foreign nationals in the lo�
cal population� capturing resident population without voting power� Since
the majority of foreigners belong to the lower part of earnings distribution
this might also indicate higher demand for public spending� if a large share
of foreigners indicates stronger social problems� Also� the number of jobs
registered in the social security accounts is included� since a private�income
oriented policy will be of special importance where employment is rather
weak� However� because of data limitations both the employment and the
foreign nationals per population are entered at the county and city level�
aggregating the whole set of communities into �� districts�

Concerning the size of communities the log of the population is entered as
a lagged value� In order to control for di�erences in the regional conditions
which are possibly a�ecting local productivity through urbanization and
agglomeration economies also a set of district type dummies is employed�

�However� note that in Germany schooling is not �nanced out of the budget of community but out of
the budget of the state�

�	One community even reports a share of catholics above unity� As this community is very small ����
people at the �
�� census� this can be ascribed to a minor lack of coincidence in the questionnaires�
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based on a classi�cation capturing centrality and population density at the
county and city level� Furthermore� the estimation employs a set of border
dummies for the communities directly situated at the border to France and
Switzerland� This shall pick up regions particularly exposed to international
competition�

The regression conditions not only on past standardized revenues but also
on the past collection rate� as it includes the lagged local collection rate
among the regressors� This captures sluggish adjustment of tax rates� More
profoundly� one can argue that the past level is an important determinant of
todays collection rate� since the local public compares current policy with
last years policy� In other words� it will be easier to raise the collection rate
to a certain level� if that level is not very much di�erent from last years�

Finally� the spatial weighting matrix is speci�ed from a digital map of the
geographical position of the administrative center of each set of community�
The matrix employed de�nes local neighbors as communities located within
a certain distance� The threshold is set at �	 kilometers� as this distance
gives a reasonable description of the commuting range in Germany 
see ap�
pendix�� Each neighboring community is weighted according to its relative
distance� since previous experiments with alternative weighting schemes
have revealed the best �t for the distance weights�

��� Results

The results are presented in Table �� The estimated regression contains
no �xed e�ects despite a panel of communities beeing used� Instead� a set
of characteristics is employed capturing the cross�sectional determinants of
the tax rate� Moreover� the estimation technique takes account of spatial
correlation in both the dependent variable and the residuals and thus can be
considered as controlling for regional e�ects in a constrained way 
cf� Case�
������ Note also that the regression conditions on the local collection rate in
the previous year� and thus controls for various inherited conditions� Even
without �xed e�ects the coe�cient of determination shows a value of ������
According to the F�Statistic 
F�Stat�� ������ this is signi�cantly lower than
the value of ����� for the corresponding �xed e�ects regression��� Yet�
since the F�Statistic is invalid with heteroskedasticity� and the underlying
coe�cient of determination would favor any reduction in degrees of freedom�

��Results available from the author�
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this should not be overemphasized 
cf� Amemiya� ������

�Table � about here��

The discussion of results starts with the impact of the predetermined or ex�
ogenous variables� The lagged own tax rate is signi�cantly positive as well
as lower than unity� indicating a slow adjustment of tax policy to changes
in the communities conditions� Unconditional grants allocated to the local
community exhibit signi�cant negative e�ects on the tax rate� A similar
e�ect is found for the income tax revenues� Predetermined expenditure
components which reduce available funds all show positive e�ects� in par�
ticular the service of the local debt shows a strong e�ect� Also the county
contributions as well as mandated welfare spending show signi�cant posi�
tive e�ects� indicating that communities transmit adverse social conditions
into higher local business taxation� Generally� the predetermined budget
components a�ect tax policy in a way that a larger amount of alternative
revenues and a lower amount of �xed expenditures not available for the
funding of public goods lead to lower tax rates� In this context we should
also note that the level of the standardized tax revenues has a negative
e�ect� indicating that �rich� communities set a lower tax rate� The the�
ory o�ers the explanation that a larger amount of available funds makes a
policy of increasing revenues by raising the tax rate less attractive�

Turning to preferences� the demographic characteristics show the expected
sign� All age groups exert a negative e�ect as compared to the reference
group of people above �� years� However� the e�ects show no monotonous
e�ect along the lifecycle� even when standardizing the coe�cients with the
means of the corresponding regressors� However� this may re�ect the spe�
ci�c responsibilities of the local public sector in Germany� Foreign nationals
show a strong positive e�ect� indicating their lack of voting power or indi�
cating social problems forcing governments to increase spending� The job
variable did not show signi�cant e�ects� However� since this variable is
reported at the county level it may simply fail to pick up the local condi�
tions� The three variables capturing religious a�liation show the hypothe�
sized negative in�uence� which is possibly pointing towards charity related
crowding out of governmental policy� Taken together� although it is not
possible to ensure that all underlying preferences are taken into account�
the obtained results are in line with the theoretical predictions�

The size of communities in terms of population rather than in terms of cap�
ital invested shows strong signi�cant e�ects on the local collection rate� As
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dummies for density are included 
especially district types � and � picking
up larger cities� this result is obviously not due to price e�ects in urban
communities related to crowding� Given the discussion about the social
burden of cities it is also important to note that the size di�erential is
not driven by welfare expenditures� as they are included among the set of
regressors� However� the signi�cant size e�ect might still be related to dif�
ferent preferences of larger jurisdictions� But� insofar as these preferences
stem from di�erent administrative obligations of larger communities� they
should already be captured in the grant variable� Because� the system of
�scal federalism in Germany aims to provide jurisdictions with su�cient
�scal resources in order to meet their mandates� and systematic violations
can be alleged at a state court� Although it is di�cult to ensure that the
size e�ect is not at all driven by preferences� it at least conforms to pre�
diction 
ii�� The view that large cities use their market power to require a
tax premium 
cf� Hoyt� ����� is supported in particular� since the inter�
jurisdictional competition e�ects indicate that the relevant market of the
mobile factor is regional�

Concerning intercommunity competition in tax rates� the results show a
signi�cant positive impact of the local neighbors tax rate� It should be
stressed that this result has been obtained by instrumental variable tech�
niques� which take account of the simultaneity of taxing decisions of com�
peting jurisdictions� The set of instruments consists of all regressors � except
for the neighbors tax rate � plus spatial lags of all those predetermined or
exogenous regressors which are reported at community level� except for the
border variables and the age structure variables��� Note that the orthog�
onality of the set of instruments with respect to the residuals cannot be
rejected� since the test of overidentifying restrictions shows no signi�cance
at the �	 � level 
�� overidentifying restrictions�� The national collection
rate also shows a signi�cant impact on the local collection rate� which is�
however� negative� Note� that this result is not driven by the trend� since it
was also obtained when removing the trend from the regression� The joint
impact of national 
�Nt � and local collection rates as found in the regression
is

�t � �����t�� � �	���Nt � �	��W�t

The di�erence in the signs of national and local neighbors tax rates indi�
cates that the local jurisdiction follows the taxing decisions of its competing

��The border variables are not used as instruments since the spatial lag is included explicitly among the
regressors� Spatial lags of the age structure variables are not used as instruments since they have been
found to be signi�cantly correlated with the residuals�
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local neighbors� but responds inversely to tax increases outside of its region�
This might be explained by di�erences in the degree of capital mobility at
the local and the national level� A nationwide tax increase might simply
serve as a bene�cial �scal externality to the local tax base without changing
the elasticity of the local tax base with respect to local tax rates� Thus�
the local jurisdiction might react with a tax reduction� Actually� the neigh�
boring jurisdictions will lower their tax rates as well and the estimated
simultaneous relationship suggests that the joint e�ect is slightly larger�
The observed direct interdependence between tax rates of local neighbors�
however� indicates a much stronger mobility of capital at the local level�
where � in the light of the theory � a tax increase of competing jurisdic�
tions reduces the elasticity of the capital supply with respect to the local
tax rate� The local jurisdiction� therefore� responds with a tax increase�
This response of the tax rate to a �scal externality is consistent with the
theoretical discussion on the underprovision of public infrastructure 
eg��
Matsumoto� ������

The border variables show no direct signi�cance� but for their spatial lags�
i�e� a weighted average of the neighbors of border communities� we �nd
signi�cant negative e�ects� This could point to the inherited peripheral
status of the communities situated very close to the border� whereas com�
munities located within a distance of �	 km to the border face signi�cant
cross�border competition�

� Summary

In order to provide explanations for the choice of the tax rate in a setting
with local taxation of mobile capital� the paper has developed a theoretical
model combining several aspects of possible importance for the local policy�
The model considers an economy consisting of two jurisdictions� which may
di�er in the endowment with the immobile factor� in the level of grants re�
ceived� and in the preferences of the local council� A special feature of the
model is that it takes account of productivity e�ects of public expenditures�
In accordance with the literature it is shown that with di�erences in the
supply of the immobile factor� the larger jurisdiction sets a higher tax rate�
The model also shows that a shift of public preferences from a private�
income oriented policy towards higher public spending results in a higher
tax rate� If capital markets of the jurisdictions are integrated� tax policies
of the two jurisdictions are shown to in�uence each other� but tax rates
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are not necessarily strategic complements in the presence of productivity
e�ects of public expenditures� The reason is that due to the productivity
e�ects public expenditures are partly self��nancing� and� thus� changes in
the composition of the revenue side of the budget may alter the impact of
capital movements on local productivity� For similar reasons the model is
ambiguous with respect to the impact of grants� if public inputs are pro�
ductive� Without the productivity e�ects of public expenditures� however�
tax rates are strategic complements and a higher level of grants leads to a
reduction in the tax rate�

In the second part of the paper the theoretical implications are empirically
tested using a large panel of local jurisdictions in Germany� The case of
Germany is of special interest� since the local jurisdictions are restricted in
the set of tax instruments available� and use a source based tax on business
earnings and property� As suggested by the theory� the investigation em�
ploys various local characteristics capturing population size� preferences�
competing communities tax rates� as well as grants and other predeter�
mined budget components in a regression model� In order to re�ect the
local decision process the regression uses lagged values of local conditions�
except for the competing communities tax rates� since the latter are as�
sumed to be set simultaneously� The simultaneous relationship in the tax
rates is taken into account by means of a spatial instrumental variables
approach� which allows for spatial residual autocorrelation as suggested in
the recent econometric literature� The list of instruments includes predeter�
mined components of the revenue side of the budget of the local jurisdictions
as well as speci�c predetermined expenditure components such as debt ser�
vice and mandated transfers� In addition� in order to capture preferences
of the local population the religious a�liation of the residents is employed�

The regression is quite successful in explaining the local choice of the tax
rate as about �� � of the total variation of tax rates is explained� The
budgetary variables� including grants� other predetermined revenue com�
ponents� as well as mandated transfers� and the debt service all show sig�
ni�cant e�ects indicating that a reduction of funds available to �nance
the supply of public goods is causing an increase in the tax rate� Also
various indicators of preferences show signi�cant e�ects conforming to the
hypothesized in�uence� A higher share of old aged residents is related to
a higher tax rate� indicating a stronger preference towards public expen�
ditures rather than towards a private�income oriented policy� A stronger
christian a�liation of residents is related to lower tax rates� possibly re�ect�
ing the substitution of public expenditures by spending from the parish�
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The empirical identi�cation strategy of tax competition employs spatial
lags of the local determinants of the tax rate as instrumental variables� As
the orthogonality conditions of the set of instruments cannot be rejected�
the regression gives clear evidence for local tax competition� where tax rates
are found to be strategic complements� Yet� tax competition by no means
deprives jurisdictions of all leeway in using the tax rate as an instrument
of their policy� Rather� communities use the tax rate in order to reduce the
impact of variations in predetermined budget components on expenditures�
The regression also establishes a strong e�ect of population size on the tax
rate� which in the light of the theoretical model should be interpreted as a
market size e�ect� especially since the estimation conditions on the burden
of welfare expenses as well as on the level of grants received�
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A Derivation of policy predictions

The above policy predictions can be derived as comparative static exercises
from di�erentiation of the �rst order condition� They are indicated by the
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following di�erentials�
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The sign of the di�erentials is determined by the sign of the partial deriv�
ative of the �rst order condition with respect to the considered variable or
parameter� if the second order condition is ful�lled� Therefore� we start to
show that the second order condition is ful�lled�

Inserting the expenditure and income elasticities into the �rst order condi�
tion we obtain
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A variation of the tax rate has two e�ects� First� the elasticity of the
capital intensity with respect to the tax rate may be a�ected� Second� as
the share of grants in the budget varies� ��i might change� Formally� total
di�erentiation and re�substitution of the �rst order condition yields
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Starting with the �rst term� di�erentiation of equation 
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where the �rst term inside of the brackets re�ects the direct impact of an
increase in the tax rate� the second re�ects the variation of the share of
grants� and the third term captures a change in the equilibrium rate of
return �r�ki � To evaluate the latter is somewhat tedious� since we need to
determine the impact on the capital allocation�

From the equalization of the after tax returns on capital
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When using this expression to derive the impact of the own tax rate on
the capital allocation� we have to take account of the fact that the shares
of grants gi� gj are dependent in turn on the capital allocation� Formally�
total di�erentiation of the share of grants yields
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where the hat denotes relative changes� If we further note that
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since Ki �Kj � � and Li � Lj � � we can obtain the following di�erential
of the local stock of capital by total di�erentiation of equation 
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Since in the neighborhood of the optimum the tax rate is set above ��i the
share of capital decreases as the local tax rate rises� Now we can derive
the impact on the elasticity of the equilibrium rate of return by logarithmic
di�erentiation of equation 
���
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Because the term in squared brackets is positive the elasticity is increasing
with the share of capital installed locally and� therefore� is decreasing with
the tax rate�

Turning back to the question of whether the second order condition is
ful�lled� we can deduce from equation 
��� that the elasticity of the share

of grants at given levels of grants and labor supply 
 �Gi � 	� �Li � 	� is equal
to minus the expenditure elasticity �Ei��i� Using equation 
�� we can solve
the �rst order condition for the expenditure elasticity and obtain

�Ei��i � 
�� �i�

�
�� gi

�� �igi

�
� 
���

which is non�negative� Therefore� an increase in the tax rate reduces the
share of grants� This is equivalent to the statement that the rational gov�
ernment in our analysis will always be at the rising portion of its revenue
hill� Because the share of grants is reduced� the second term of the second
order partial derivative 
��� is positive� The �rst term is negative� if the
elasticity of the local capital intensity with respect to the tax rate is posi�
tive� It su�ces to consider the case where the elasticity of the equilibrium
rate of return is constant� since we already know from equation 
��� that�
in the general case� it will decrease and contribute to an increase of �ki��i �
Inserting expression 
��� with d�r��i � 	 and equation 
��� into the second
order partial derivative 
��� and after some reformulations we arrive at
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This expression is always negative since we know from equation 
��� that

�� gi
�Ei��i


 ��

Having shown the ful�llment of the second order condition� the comparative
static properties are derived from the other second order partial derivatives
of the target function�

ad 
i��
After re�substitution of the �rst order condition 
��� the second order par�

��



tial derivative with respect to the labor supply is
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With a higher share of labor at location i the share of capital installed at
location i increases as is shown by equation 
���� Because of the resulting
reduction in the share of grants� the �rst term is positive� The second
term is positive� if the elasticity of the local capital intensity decreases�
Logarithmic di�erentiation of equation 
�� yields
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Due to the reduction in the share of grants the �rst term is negative� More�
over� the elasticity of the equilibrium rate of return is increased� since log�
arithmic di�erentiation of equation 
��� leads to
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As a consequence� we know that

d�ki��i
dLi

� 	�

and the second term of 
�	� is positive� Therefore� the sign of the second
order partial derivative is positive�

ad 
ii��
It is obvious from the �rst order condition 
��� that a higher preference for
public expenditures raises the positive term and lowers the negative term�
It follows immediately that the second order partial derivative with respect
to the preference parameter �i is positive�

ad 
iii��
The second order partial derivative with respect to the neighbors tax rate
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At a given supply of labor �Li � 	 and a given level of grants �Gi � 	 it can
be seen from equation 
��� that the share of capital installed at location
i increases with the tax rate of jurisdiction j� According to equation 
���
this implies a reduction in the share of grants� Consequently� the �rst
term in the partial derivative 
��� is positive� The second term is positive
if the elasticity of the local capital intensity declines� To check this� we
di�erentiate equation 
�� and obtain
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We see that the decline in the share of grants tends to reduce �ki��i� But�
in the general case� we need to ensure that the elasticity of the equilibrium
rate of return is not decreasing� After some reformulations� re�substitution
of the �rst order condition of jurisdiction j by di�erentiation of equation

���� and using equation 
�� we obtain
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Due to the second term inside of the brackets without additional restrictions
this di�erential need not be positive� This term describes the e�ect that
a tax increase at j tends to reduce the share of grants in the budget of
that jurisdiction� which in turn increases the overall output elasticity of
capital at jurisdiction j� Therefore� 
�� �	j� is reduced� and the elasticity
of the equilibrium rate of return may decline� This would increase the
response of mobile capital to local tax increases at jurisdiction i and higher
taxes become less favorable� Yet� in the absence of productivity e�ects of
local expenditures 
� � 	�� the di�erential would be positive� Even with
productive expenditures conditions can be found where the di�erential is
positive� If public expenditures are maximized at location j it is positive�
since �Ej ��j � 	� Also� if location i is small the di�erential is positive�
irrespective of public preferences� But� in the general case� the elasticity of

�	



the equilibrium rate of return may rise or decline with a tax increase at j�
Thus we cannot determine the sign of the second order partial derivative
for the general case� and
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����
���
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As a consequence tax rates may be strategic complements as well as strate�
gic substitutes�

ad 
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After re�substitution of the �rst order condition the second order partial
derivative with respect to the level of grants is
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Using equation 
��� we can �nd the following expression for the change in
the share of grants
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If we allow the share of grants in the budget to vary between zero and
unity an increase in the level of grants may increase or decrease the share
of grants� So� in the general case� the sign of the �rst term in the partial
second order derivative 
��� is unknown� However� if public expenditures
are not productive� the share of capital would be constant and the share
of grants would increase� As a consequence� the �rst term in 
��� would
be negative� Without productivity e�ects of public expenditures 
� � 	�
and with a given share of capital the second term would be zero� So�
without productive public expenditures� the second order partial derivative

��� would be negative� But with productivity of public expenditures we
cannot determine whether grants would reduce or increase the tax rate
chosen by the local council
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B Datasources and de�nitions

Communities� The dataset consists of the ���� communities of the state
of Baden�W�urttemberg� In the German system of �scal federalism
the communities build the lowest of the �scal tiers� The ���� com�
munities form �� districts� i�e� �� counties and � independent cities�

Spatial weighting matrix� Euclidian distances are computed from a
digital map of the geographical position of the administrative center
of each community� The employed matrix de�nes local neighbors as
communities located within a distance of �	 kilometers 
km�� This
results from using commuting of the working population as an indica�
tor of the geographic proximity� as �	 � of the male commuters � as a
proxy for full�time employed commuters � have a commuting distance
up to �	 km� This �gure was obtained by means of linear interpola�
tion based on relative frequencies of commuting distances published
by Heidenreich 
������ Each neighboring community is weighted ac�
cording to the inverse of its relative distance� The resulting matrix
has a dimension of ����� shows an average weight of �	���� contains
��	�� nonzero links and an average of ���� links� The two most con�
nected communities show �� links� the least connected community
display � links�

Local collection rates of the local business tax 
Gewerbesteuer� for the
years ���	����� are obtained from the database �Struktur� und Re�
gionaldatenbank� 
SRDB� of the states statistical o�ce 
Statistisches
Landesamt Baden�W�urttemberg��

National collection rates� the median of the overall national collection
rate as well as the medians of the district type speci�c collection rates
for the years ���	����� are calculated for the ��� districts 
counties
and cities� outside of the state of Baden�W�urttemberg using series
�	�� of the Statistisches Bundesamt 
German federal statistical o�ce��
In districts with several communities the collection rate is an average
weighted by the communities share of the tax base�

Annual population refers to the �rst of January� o�cial projections us�
ing resident registration information and census data 
source� SDRB��

Budgetary variables are obtained from the annual budgetary statistics

Jahresrechnungsstatistik� in the SDRB� employed in terms of DM

��



per capita� The data are transformed in constant prices of ���� using
the producer price index for West Germany 
source� Annual Report
���� of the German Council of Economic Experts��

Unconditional grants� 
Schl�usselzuweisungen� received annually�

Debt service� annual interest payments 
Zinsausgaben��

County contributions� payments to the county 
Kreisumlage��

Welfare expenses� direct welfare expenses 
Sozialausgaben� of the
considered community�

Income tax revenues� community share of income tax revenues

Gemeindeanteil an der Einkommensteuer��

Standardized revenues of the business tax 
Gewerbesteueraufkom�
men� brutto� as well as the land tax 
Grundsteueraufkommen
Typ B� obtained by dividing the tax revenues by the local col�
lection rate�

Age structure� annual population �gures for di�erent age groups re�
ferring to the �rst of January� o�cial projections using residential
registration information and census data 
source� SDRB��

Religious a	liation� data from the ���� census taken from SRDB�
Number of residents belonging to the Protestant State Church 
Lan�
deskirche�� or� alternatively� to the Protestant Free Church 
Freikirche��
or to the Roman Catholic Church�

Foreign nationals� foreign nationals among the residential population�
O�cial projections using residential registration information and cen�
sus data� The data refer to the district level� i�e� to the �� counties
and � independent cities�

Employment� employment according to the social security register� The
data refer to the district level� i�e� to the �� counties and � indepen�
dent cities�

District types� dummies according to a classi�cation provided by the
federal o�ce of regional planning 
Bundesamt f�ur Bauwesen und Rau�
mordnung�� The characteristics and the number of communities in
the respective groups are�

Type �� region with major agglomerations� core city� � communi�
ties�

��



Type �� region with major agglomerations� very densely populated
district� ��� communities�

Type �� region with major agglomerations� densely populated dis�
trict� �� communities�

Type 
� region with major agglomerations� rurally structured dis�
trict� �� communities�

Type �� region with conurbational features� core city� � communi�
ties�

Type �� region with conurbational features� densely populated dis�
trict� ��� communities�

Type �� region with conurbational features� rurally structured dis�
trict� ��� communities�

Type �� rurally structured region� densely populated district� ���
communities�

Type � rurally structured region� rurally structured district� ��
communities 
reference group in the estimation��

��



Table �� Local Revenues and Expenditures in Western Germany� ����

Revenues Expenditures
bn� DM � bn� DM �

Business taxa ���� ���� Wages " salaries �	�� ����
Unconditional grants ���� ���� Administrative exp� ���� ����
Matching grantsb ���� ���� Interest ��� ���
Land tax a�c ���� ��� Social assistance ���� �	��
Income taxa ���� ���� Investmentd ���� ����
Charges ���� ���	 Other ���� ���	
Other ���� �	��
Total ����� Total �����

Source� Federal Ministry of Finance �Finanzbericht �


� and own computations� a� after revenue sharing�
b� including investment grants� c� type A and type B� d� �nancial investments included�



Table �� Descriptive Statistics

Min� Med� Max� Mean CV�a

Collection rate in �b ��	�	 ��	�	 ����	 ����� �	��
Collection rate in �� averageb ��	�	 ����� �	��� ����� �	�	
Population in ��			 �	�	 ����� ����� ����� �����

����� DM per capita values in prices of ����

Unconditional grants �			 ���� ��	�� ���� ����
Income tax revenues �			 ���� ����� ��	� ����
Std� revenues land tax ��	�� �	�� ���� �	�� ����
Std� revenues land tax� average �		� �	�� ��	� �	�� ����
Debt service ��		� �	�� ��	� �	�� ����
County contributions �			 ���� ����� ���	 ����
Welfare expenses ��		� �		� ���� �		� ��	��
Std� revenues bus� tax ����� �	�� ����� ���� ��	��
Std� revenues bus� tax� average �		� ��	� ����� ���� ���	

per capita values

Population� age � �� �	�	 ���� ���� ���� ����
Population� age � �� �	�� ���� ���� ���� ����
Population� age � �	 �	�� ���� ��	� ���� ����
Population� age � �� ���� ���� ��		 ���� ����
Protestant State�Church populationc �		� ���� ���� ���	 ����
Protestant Free�Church populationc �			 �		� ��	� �		� �����
Catholic populationc �	�� ���� ��	�� ���� ����
Foreign nationals at county level �	�� �	�� ���� �	�	 ����
Employment at county level ���� ���� ���� ���� ����

Statistics based on pooled cross sections for the ���� communities in the period �
����

 if not other�
wise speci�ed� average denotes statistics for the all�period averages �between groups�� a� coe�cient of
variation� b� period �
����

�� c� single cross�section for �
���



Table �� Estimation Results

Dependent variable� collection rate� N������ ���������

Neighbors� collection rate ���� � Total population �log� t�� ���� �

� ����� � ���	�

National collection rate 
���� � Population shares

������

District type�s collection rate 
���� Population age � ��t�� 
���	 �

����	� ����� �

Own collection ratet�� ���	 � Population age � ��t�� 
���� �

������ ���� �

Budgetary variables Population age � ��t�� 
����

���	� �

Income tax revenuest�� 
��� � Population age � ��t�� 
	��� �

� ��	�� ���� �

Unconditional grantst�� 
��	� � Prot� State�Church pop� 
�	� �

� ���� �����

Debt servicet�� 	��� � Prot� Free�Church pop� 
���� �

� �	��� ������

Std� revenues bus� taxt�� 
��� � Catholic population 
��� �

� ����� ������

Std� revenues land taxt�� 
��� Foreign nationalst�� ���� �

���� � ����� �

County contributionst�� ��� � Registered employment t�� ���	

����� � ����	 �

Welfare expenditurest�� ���� � Border variables

����� �

Other Swiss border ����

����	�

Linear trend ���� � ditto in neighborhood 
���� �

������ ������

Constant ���� � French border ���

������ ������

Sargan statistic� p�val�� ��� ditto in neighborhood 
���� �

�� ���� R�� ���� ������

Generalized instrumental variable estimates� The set of regressors includes also dummies for � district
types� Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors in parentheses� A star � � � denotes signi�cance at �
level� The set of instruments includes all regressors excluding the neighbors� collection rate plus spatial
lags of the following variables� all budgetary variables at t� �� population size at t � �� own collection
rate at t� �� variables of religious a�liation� and district types � and �




